
Counseling - Open-Ended Questions
Below are various open ended questions you can utilize during therapy sessions with your clients. You 
can download this template to your device for easy access or utilize the printable aspect of this 
template and have it with you during the sessions.

Reminder: Your choice of open-ended question will vary depending on your client.

1. How would you describe your current emotional state?

2. Will you tell me more about what brought you to our session today?

3. In what ways have you noticed your thoughts impacting your daily life?

4. What does a typical day look like for you, and how does it make you feel?

5. How do you see your relationships with others impacting your overall well-being?



6. What are some realistic goals or changes you'd like to work towards in your life?

7. Can you share more about a recent situation that has been difficult for you?

8. How do you typically cope with stress, and are there strategies that work better for you?

9. In what areas of your life do you feel the most fulfilled or content?

10. How do you envision your life being different if your current challenges were resolved?

11. What are some patterns or themes you've noticed in your thoughts and behaviors?



12. How would you describe your support system, and how do they impact your life?

13. Can you elaborate on a time when you felt particularly proud or accomplished?

14. What role do you think your values and beliefs play in your decision-making and actions?

15. How do you envision your perfect life, and what steps do you think you may take that are 
necessary to move towards your vision?


	1 How would you describe your current emotional stateRow1: Describes current state as upset and curious about what therapy might bring for them. They feel mixed emotions feeling heavy and empty. 
	2 Will you tell me more about what brought you to our session todayRow1: They have begun therapy because of the weight of their social anxiety. Everyday tasks feel monumental.
	3 In what ways have you noticed your thoughts impacting your daily lifeRow1: Negative thought patterns dominate lifestyle and they often feel self-critical and notice that coming through on most days.
	4 What does a typical day look like for you and how does it make you feelRow1: Social interactions are extremely worrying and difficult to get through and getting out of bed is a real struggle. Work and relationship responsibilites are difficult to attend to. 
	5 How do you see your relationships with others impacting your overall wellbeingRow1: Social anxiety makes it difficult for me to appreicate each moment with my friends and family and they often find that they are focused on their state of mind. Tend to avoid social situations. 
	6 What are some realistic goals or changes youd like to work towards in your lifeRow1: *Establish a daily routine
*Develop coping skills
*Build a support system
*Explore personal interests

	7 Can you share more about a recent situation that has been difficult for youRow1: A wedding they attended a few months ago. This event sparked their concern for how they were feeling socially. It was difficult and spent most of the time focusing on breathing.
	8 How do you typically cope with stress and are there strategies that work better for youRow1: Typically cope with stress by doing something else. Try to watch TV or going on phone. Ignoring it seems to work better for them. 
	9 In what areas of your life do you feel the most fulfilled or contentRow1: The supportive relationships they have had over the years and especially around now.Their ability to cope and reflect on themselves. 
	10 How do you envision your life being different if your current challenges were resolvedRow1: Improved social attitudes, healthy relationships, and an increased productivity
	11 What are some patterns or themes youve noticed in your thoughts and behaviorsRow1: Fear of being judged, isolation, overthinking, avoidance, often engages in negative self-talk, and catastrophizing. 

	12 How would you describe your support system and how do they impact your lifeRow1: Support system is "okay". Would like to have some more support but is content currently with their mother and sister being there for them and knowing the whole truth. They support by knowing everything about what is going on and understanding the full truth is helping them.
	13 Can you elaborate on a time when you felt particularly proud or accomplishedRow1: Was chosen to answer a class question in her tutoring group (20 people) and answered it. Although they felt a large rush of anxiety and didn't know whether they could do it or not, they answered the question with ease. 
	14 What role do you think your values and beliefs play in your decisionmaking and actionsRow1: They value resilience. They know what it takes to be able to get through the day and they make choices that allow them to do that. 
	15 How do you envision your perfect life and what steps do you think you may take that are necessary to move towards your visionRow1: A perfect life for this client would include keeping up with family and friend relationships as well as being present for them at events. 

Personal wellbeing is important for them. Keeping healthy and positive.


